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ABSTRACT: A recently completed experimental investigation is described and shows the importance on
collapse of rigid jointed frames when sway and non-sway critical modes exhibit simultaneous or nearly
simultaneous critical loads. Resuits are directed towards the validation of a new theoretical model, which has

the potential of improving design when more than one bucking mode and their associated imperfections can
influence collapse.

1 BACKGROUND

1.1- Simultaneous Buckling and optimisation

Conventional design practice for redundant, rigid-
jointed frames encourages designers to detail
components to fail simultaneously in possibly a
variety of different modes. Where failure modes
involve buckling this practice can result in
simultaneous buckling, in which the design loads for
each component will be proportioned to have a
consistent factor of safety to buckling collapse. One
could envisage a "well designed" structural frame, at
the factored design load, having component failures
being triggered simultaneously over the entire frame.
Even in a single column exhibiting a number of
potential buckling failure modes, it is often a
conscious goal of the designer to "optimise" material
by striving to achieve simultaneity of buckling loads.
Designing to achieve coincidence of buckling loads
for minor and major axis buckling of a column, for
example, can often be achieved by suitably changing
the cross-section properties and lateral restraints so
that the appropriate slendernesses are nearly equal. In
a similar way, the overall bracing stiffness of a
frame could be chosen so that the critical buckling
loads in the sway modes occur at load levels close to
those that control the critical loads of individual
column buckling modes. It is the buckling
phenomena that arise when more than one buckling
mode occurs at similar load levels, that form the
subject of the present paper.

1.2 Simultaneous Buckling - Strong Interactions

It is well known that in design against buckling the
adoption of simultaneous or nearly simultaneous
buckling loads can lead to extreme forms of
imperfection sensitivity (see for example reference
(1) in which the dangers of some forms of
optimisation are highlighted). In these circumstances
systems that in a single mode of buckling behave
benignly can for the case simultaneous buckling take
on characteristics more commonly associated with
shell buckling. These strong interactions can occur
even when the structure develops no material failure.
In the present context a column having a very
slender cross-section could develop simultaneously
a local buckling of the cross-section and an overail
buckling of the column. If this were to occur even
the elastic buckling of. the column could be
transformed into one in which buckling takes on an
extremely brittle form of failure at loads that are
uncertain and require precise information on the
shape and magnitude of any small initial
imperfections.

It is for this reason that most design codes seek to
avoid such interactions by insisting on, either, the
cross-section shape being chosen to be sufficiently
compact that local critical loads are well above
overall critical loads (this is the practice for battened
or latticed column, see for example ref (3) and (a)),
or, the overall slenderness is sufficiently low that a
local buckling occurs well before the onset of overall
buckling (as is common in the design of sub-sea
pressure hulls (5)). In either case the critical loads
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are forced to be sufficiently separate that a
potentially deleterious, strong elastic interactive
buckling involving both modes will not occur.
However, these forms of strong interactive buckling
are not the concern of the present work. The
following is directed towards the rather weaker
forms of interaction that can occur when
imperfection sensitivity of buckling is driven by the
development of material failure.

I.3 Simultaneous Buckling - Weak Interactions

Although maximum elastic buckling loads for
columns are not sensitive to the levels of initial
imperfection, the loads at which the non-linear
elastic buckling response develops materiai failure
can be highly imperfection sensitive. This is familiar
in the conventional column buckling design curves.
The knock-down factors observed in tests and
predicted by theory are at their most extreme when
the column has been designed to have simultaneity
between the elastic critical buckling load and the so-
called plastic squash load. It might be anticipated
that when more than one elastic buckling is
developing, as is the case when say sway and non-
sway buckling modes of a frame occur at closely
related elastic critical loads, an even stronger form of
interactive elastic-plastic buckling behaviour could
occur. It is this forrn of interactive elastic-plastic
buckling that forms the focus of the following
experimental studies.

2 APPROACHES TO COLUMN BUCKLING
DESIGN

2.1. Current Design Practice

The majority of commonly adopted column buckling
procedures (see for example references (a) and (5))
are either directly or indirectly based upon the
classic work of Ayrton and Perry(6) v6o produced the
first successful analysis of the interaction between
the non-linear elastic response of an imperfect
column and the development of first material failure.
When the column is not subject to simultaneous
axial load and lateral bending, the column buckling
curves have been chosen to bound from below the
scatter of many thousands of column buckling test
results. While these design curves are closely
informed by the Ayrton-Perry analysis and depend
upon specified tolerances on column initial out-of-
straightness, there is generally little explicit reference
to the effects of imperfections and it would only be

a determined designer who would be able to adjust
the column buckling curves to al1ow for different
levels of geometric imperfections or the imperfection
effects that would arise from local bending when the
column also carries primary moments. Even for
single mode buckling the procedures become
difficult to follow and consequently can easily be
misinterpreted. Interactions between more than one
potential buckling mode are virtually not considered,
and yet, most design processes aim to achieve such
simultaneity of buckling loads. With this interactive
buckling being parametrically much more
complicated than single mode buckling it is
inconceivable that present design practice could
easily be extended for it to be adequately covered.
For this reason an alternative theoretical model has
been developed(/xd). This theoretical model is capable
of covering a number of important ciasses of
interactive elastic-plastic but in the present context is
applied to frames for which a non-sway column
buckling occurs at a load level similar to that
required to produce sway buckling.

2.2 A New Theoretical Model

Since the new theoretical model of interactive sway
and non-sway buckling has been fully described
elsewhere(t'8), only those features essential to the
present work wiil be described. The model is a direct
extension to that of Ayrton - Perryte) but assumes
that there are now two buckling modes within which
imperfection dependent non-l inear elast ic
deformations are being developed. To calculate
estimates of the actual maximum ioad carrying
capacity of the frame, two closely related methods
have been derived: the first predicts the load at
which material plasticity commences; the second,
predicts an estimate of the load corresponding to
full-section plasticity. Both methods adopt the same
essential steps, which are as follows:
. A convention linear anaiysis of the frame is

undertaken to determine the moment distributions
mr. At every location these linear moments are
used to define the 'squash load', Po, which
represents the axial load required to produce
either first surface material failure or first full
section plasticity (depending upon which criterion
is being used for design);

. An idealised frame is used to calculate the critical
loads (P.., P.") and associated modes for the
lowest sway and non-sway buckling. These
critical load analyses can usually be undertaken
on the basis of a suitably simplified subframe;

. Define the amplitudes of the modal imperfections
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1., 1", from a straight forward interpretation of the
linear bending response of step one above,
together with appropriately chosen imposed modal
tolerance limits and calculate the two imperfection
parameters (p.=o.E,, pn=0nEn);
On the basis of the tvro ratios (po/po, p"n/po) and
the two imperfection parameters (p., p") read-off
charts or calculate from eqn (19) or (26) of
reference (8) the safe section buckling strength Pb,
and ensure that it exceeds the factored desiened
load, Po.

Figure 1. Effects of sway and non-sway imperfection
parameters (p., p") on load for first yield, Po, for P""=
P"r= Pp

For the case of P." = P"n = Po the nature of the
imperfection sensitivity surface is as shown in Figure
1. It is evident that both the sway and non-sway
imperfection parameters have a strong influence
upon the buckling loads, and that formoderate levels
of imperfection parameters (p=2.0) the buckling load
can be as low as 0.2 times the squash load. Although
Figure 1 shows the loads for first yield an almost
identical surface results where the load for first full
section plasticity, Pro, is expressed in terms of a
plastic squash load Po- and imperfection parameters
(p,', p"-) that are defined in slightly different but
equally simple ways.

The present experimental programme was
conceived to test the validity of these theoretical
models.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

3.1 The Test - Rig

To allow testing of as wide a parametric range as
possible the intention was to test to destruction a
large number of model frames. This meant that the
frames should be small scale and constructed to
allow simple and inexpensive replacement of any
failed members. There should be easy control and
monitoring of both the axial load and the secondary
local loads used to vary the forms and magnitudes of
the imperfections. Moreover, the method of axial
load application should enable the axial load to re-
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main vertical and invariant during unimpeded sway
deformations, and be applied through displacement
control to allow monitoring of the otherwise unstable
plastic unloading. The resulting rig is shown in
Figure 2.

Displacement controlled axial load in the central
column could be applied with adjustable eccentricity
to allow variations of proportional loading
imperfections(8). By mounting the lower end of the
axial load application gantry on a trolley mechanism
the top end of fhe frame was able to undergo small
sway deflections with a minimum amount of
unintended resistance.

A fixed horizontal force applied at the top knee of
the frame was used to introduce a non-proportional
loading imperfection(8) in the sway mode, and further
loading gantries on any one of the four beams
allowed a controlled level of local beam loads to
produce any desired level of non-proportional
loading imperfections(8) in the non-sway column
mode. The response was monitored through load
cells and dial gauges mounted at various locations
over the height of the central buckling column.

3.2 Model Frame Design

Model frames were constructed from standard hot
rolled mild steel rectangular bars, connected together
using specially designed friction grip corner and
column end blocks. End supports to the column were
designed to provide rigidity of the connection, but
unimpeded column deformation over its full height.
By avoiding welded connections not only were the
costs of replacement frames kept low, but, more
importantly, the vital plastic characteristics at the
ends of the column were not affected by what would
otherwise have been uncertain characteristics

Table 1 Geometric and critical buckling load properties

within the weld heat affected zone. A disadvantage
of these removable rigid joints, was the compli-
cations they introduced into the theoretical modelling
of the frame. However, it was easier to allow for
these theoretical complications than it would have
been to estimate the uncertain effects of welded
joints in the small scale model frames. A major
advantage of the friction grip joints was the ease
with which failed central columns could be removed
and replaced, and member replacements made to
affect some desired changes in stiffness.

In order that the most severe range of
imperfection sensitivities be tested it was intended to
test frames having critical loads in the range

0.8<P"n/P".<1.2 and for which P," Po. By varying

the beam lengths L, relative to those of the columns,
L, = Lt, and by selecting appropriate second
moments of area of the beams, Ir, and outer
columns, I., relative to that of the central column, I,,
it was possible to cover a wide range of elastic
critical load ratios. A typical parametric study is
shown in Figure 3. Theoretical critical loads of
Figure 3 make full allowance for the effects of the
finite length rigid corner joints. By choosing three
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different beam stiffnesses it was possible to define
three classes of interactive behaviour. In zone I the
sway buckling mode has critical load considerably
less than the lowest critical load for non-sway
modes; in zone 3 the situation is reversed. Over zone
2, the region of pre-sent i$!e!es! lhere is a close
relationship between the lowest sway and non-sway
critical loads. The three classes of model frame,
whose geometries and material properties are
summarised in Table 1, have been chosen to cover
the behaviour exhibited in zone 2. The actual choices
reflected the constraints of commercially available
flat bar sizes. For each of these three classes of
frame geometry a wide range of different
combinations, of sway and non-sway, proportionate
and non-proportionate loading imperfections, as well
as a variety of sway and non-sway geometric
imperfections could be tested.

3.3 Test Procedure

In setting-up the frames for testing, considerable care
had to be taken to ensure adequate performance of
the friction grip joint blocks and that the frame was
aligned in the vertical plane. It was found to be
essential to provide the adjustable trolley mechanism
to allow the axial load to be maintained in a vertical
alignment; in this respect a number of preliminary
test results had to be abandoned as a result of
uncertainty of the variable horizontal loads applied
before the trolley mechanism was employed.

Once the frame was assembled the appropriate
levels of horizontal load and local beam loads were
applied to produce the desired levels of sway and
non-sway imperfections. At least three separate tests
were then carried-out on each frame. These allowed
assessment of the effects of increasing levels of
initial geometric imperfections resulting from the
plastic residual distortions from the previous test. For
each test sufficient loading and unloading cycles in
the elastic range were undertaken to allow accurate
experimental interpretation of both total equivalent
imperfections and critical loads of sway and non-
sway modes using an extended Southwell plot
procedure. Once these experimentally derived
imperfections and elastic critical loads were obtained,
loading was continued to determine the eiastic-plastic
failure loads.

4 TEST RESULTS

4.1 Elastic Tests

On the basis of lateral deflections recorded over the

length of the central column, it was possible to
isolate the incremental deformation components in
each of the sway and non-sway critical modes.
Typical Southwell Plots for those separate modes are
shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the
deformalions a-ssociated with the sway modes tor
model 6, and Figure 4(b) those associated with the
non-sway mode.

(b )  
6 /P  (nn /kN)

Figure 4. Interpretation of elastic test results using
Southwell Plot to find (1", l") and (P*, P*) for test
model 6

Despite the care taken to model the effects of the
friction grip rigid connections there remained some
uncertainties. Theoretical critical loads consequently
differed from those obtained from the experimental
interpretations using the Southwell plot approach.
For model 6, shown in Figure 4, the theoretical
critical loads were respectively 5.20 kN and 4.46 kN
for the sway and non-sway modes. Because they also
involved the inevitable but uncertain effects of
friction, the sway critical loads tended to be a little
less reliable than the non-sway. This is illustrated by
the summarised results of Figures 5. For the sway
and non-sway modes these correlate the
experimentally determined elastic critical loads
against those predicted theoretically. It is evident that
scatter of the sway critical loads is greater than that
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( b )

Figure 5. Correlations of the experimentally obtained
critical loads and theoretical predictions for (a) sway
and (b) non-sway critical loads

exhibited by the hon'sway. In most cases the scatter
can be observed to be within the +107o band.
However, to reduce this source of uncertainty

from the prediction of buckling collapse loads, the
experimentally observed critical loads (P"., P.n) and
total imperfections (1", l") are subsequently used for
the theoretical estimates of buckling failure.

4.2 Elastic - Plastic Buckling Failure
Only when reliable results in the elastic range
allowed interpretations to find the total imperfections
(1,, l") and elastic critical loads (P.,, P"n), was the
loading increased to produce failure Po. Failures, in
the form of a maximum load, occurred fairly soon
after the formation of first plasticity. Because the
loading was essentially displacement controlled, it
was possible to observe equilibrium states beyond
the maximum buckling load, Po. Once a clear
maximum load had been recorded and small plastic
deformations had been induced, the frame was
unloaded. With these additional permanent
deformations the frame was retested to find the new
total imperfections and critical loads and
subsequently a new maximum buckling load.
Normally this process was repeated three times for
each test frame.

T able 2 summarises the experimental observations
and theoretical interpretations for one set of elastic -
plastic tests on the 8 models of table 1. It is clear
that the load for first yield P,, represents as expected
a lower bound of the experimentally recorded
buckling collapse load Po. That this lower bound can
be as much as 25Vo represents the fairly considerable
load reserve between the formation of first material
failure and the numbers of fully formed hinges for
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Table 2 Comparisons between experimental observations and theoretical predictions for elastic-plastic
bucklins.
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total collapse. A somewhat better basis for predicting
collapse is the load corresponding with first fully
formed plastic hinge P,o. While this can not be
guaranteed to produce a lower bound to collapse, it
is evident that for the majority of tests it does
provide a close estimates of collapse. In general the
load for first hinge gives a more reliable prediction
of the maximum buckling load.

Figure 6 summarises the results for all 28 tests on
the 8 model seometries of table 1. Both the
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Figure 6. Correlations of the experimentally obtained
maximum buckling loads Po'* and the theoretical
predictions of (a) first yield and (b) first full plastic
hinge.

experimental buckling load Po"* and the theoretical
predictions are normalised with respect to the lowest
of the elastic critical loads, P.. These results confirm
the findings shown in Table 2; first yield generally
represents a reasonably reliable lower bound of
collapse, with the scatter generally in the 0 to 20%
scatter band. First full plasticity cannot be said to
provide either an upper or lower bound wit scatter
more evenly distributed over the +10% scatter bands.

4.3 Discussion of Results

Although not directly shown in the experimental
results reported, both the sway and non-sway modes

contribute to the observed collapse behaviour. It was
found that to provide sensible predictions of collapse
the effects of both the sway and the non-sway
imperfections were required. To base design on just

one of these imperfections could seriously effect the
reliability of theoretical estimates of buckling. While
it is not within the scope of the present paper it is
suggested that current design practice is
insufficiently precise as to the incorporation of the
effects of even a single modal imperfection. If the
effects of both sway and non-sway imperfections are
to be adequately incorporated into future design it is
suggested that a theoretical model along the lines of
that described in reference (8) will be required.

Plastic knock-down factors shown in Figure 6 are
significant, but small compared with those that could
be anticipated had eiastic critical loads been closer to
the squash load Pr. As indicated in Figure 5, the
majority of the test frames had P./P, in the range 0.3
to 0.5. This limitation was imposed by the capacity
of the small scale test rig employed. Had geometries
been tested in which the ratio Po/P, was closer to
unity, the knock-downs would have been
considerably greater.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Results from a test programme on rigid jointed

frames, having sway and non-sway buckling modes
occurring with similar elastic critical loads,
demonstrate the importance of including the
imperfection effects from both modes in theoretical
estimates of collapse. Of the trro theoretical models
considered the lower boundedness of that based upon
first material yield would commend it for future
design. However, if future design is to adequately
capture the effects of interacting buckling modes it
wiil be necessary to reformulate it to allow more
convenient and explicit incorporation of the
influences of all modal imoerfections.
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titatively ad&essing critical issues in the indusrial pocesses of
metals, polymen and other materials. Topics: Keynote lecun€s;
Invited lecuues; Material behavioq Simulation methods and lar-
ge scale computation; Metals: General tcpics; Rolling of meuls;
Polymer: General t4ics Polymer inlxtion molding and casting
of metals: Author index.

Penny,RJC (ed) mvrc97?1
Risk, economy and safety, failure minimisation and analysis
Failurc'98 - Pruceedings of tlu third iruenatiorcl synpsium,
Pilancsberg,South Africa, G I 0 J uly I 998
1998, 25 cm, 380pp., Hfl.170i $85.00/f57
Conributions fiom I 3 counries report recent research and devel-
opmentresuls as well as techniques and applicatiors involvedin
many indusries - from powergeneration and pegochemical instal-
lations, o wats disribution systerns, powerconnectims and rrehr-
cles. In these, metallig, n661-mstqllig and strape mernory alloy ma-
terials are involved.

Mishnaevsky, Jr., Leon L. 90 5410699 9
Damage and fracture in heterogeneous materials - Modclling
and application n rhe improvement of drilling tool
1998, 25 cm, 230 pp., HfL120/$60.00/faO
In this book the general problems related o the desrucdon of hete-
rogenmus materia.ls are examine4 and physical mechanisns of
destnrction, u:aditional and advanced methods of damage and frrc-
ture modelling and tlr practical application of models of rnaterial
destnrction on theimprovanentof drilling e8liciency are detailed-

Beynon, J.H., M.WBrowru TClindley, RASmith & B.Tomkins
(eds) 9054106966
Engineering against fatigue - Proceediags of an internatbnal
conference, Sffiu Id, I 7-2 I Manh I 97
1998, 25 cm, c.60 pp., FIII225l$11 5.N I n 5
Topics: The mechanics and materials approrh o fatign pro
blems in engineering; Materials aspecs of fatigue; Threshold
suess range for stnrt crack growtlu Fatigue stength assessrnent of
AlSiTMg casting$ Micromechanical modelling of fatigue in no
dular cast iron: Direct obsenration of the fcrmation of striations:
Fatigue fracuue oughness of seels; Amodel formultiaxial srnall
fatigue crack growth; etc.

Shinishi,N.,N4shinozuka&YX.Wen(eds) 9054109785
Skuctural safety and reliability - Proceedings of tlv 7th inter-
national conference, ICOSSAR' I, Kyoa,2428 Novetnbcr I 97
1998,25 cm, c200 pp.3 vols, Hfl395 /$195.6 lfl32
Tqics covero* Basic theory & merlnds: Dasign corrceptg De-
sign methods; Damage/maintenarrce; Earthquak; Geo@chnic€l
engineering; lvlaterials; Social sysems / Saial science; Stochastic
process; Srrrurres; Wind etc.

SilvaGomes, J.F. etal. (eds,) 90 5410 395 7
Recent advanc€s in experimental mechanics -Proceedings of
tfu 1 )th iruernatioml conference, I)sbon, Porrugat, I 8-22 Juty
19s4.
lc)E4,25 cm, 1432pp., 2 vols, Hfl.280 i $ 140.m/ f93
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